
THE WHISTLER: Notes on Murder
Program Guide by Jim Widner

On May 16th, 1942 a new mystery
program called The Whistler aired over
the Columbia Broadcasting System’s
West Coast network. The stories for the
series were anthologized morality plays
about everyday individuals caught in a
web of their own making, and tripped up
by a twist of fate in the end. Heard
throughout each radio play, as the events
became a tangled web of crime, was a
shadowy voice-of-fate. Dripping with
sarcasm, it preached to listeners about the
futility of the criminal act they’d just
heard. Though implied, the voice made it
clear to listeners that this could happen to
any of them.

The use of a mysterious, shadowy voice in
the series was not new to radio. In the
thirties, the Detective Story Hour program
introduced a disaffected mysterious voice

that became known as “The Shadow.” The eerie voice, with its evil sounding laugh, was
much removed from the drama itself, serving only to introduce the story. Eventually, as
the Shadow’s popularity rose, and the narrator evolved into a full blown character in its
own radio series, the character’s success spawned a series of imitators over the next
decade.

The Whistler was one such imitator. Like the early Shadow, the Whistler’s voice
sounded mysterious, but unlike the Shadow, the Whistler never became a participating
character in the plays. Rather, he would comment and pronounce judgment upon the

Julie from the plan but his actions set his plan spinning out of
control. With Bill Forman, Lamont Johnson, Gloria Ann
Simpson, Tom Brown, Britt Wood, Jeanne Bates, Lawrence
Dobkin.

CD 10A - “Final Papers” – 8/24/1952 – Anna Craig, a
European immigrant with a shady past, has gotten the news
that she will soon become a citizen. Immigration lawyer,
Stanley Craig is Anna’s husband and knows nothing of her
past. Lisa Felder, another immigrant with a shady past,
threatens to reveal Anna’s past unless she convinces her
husband to take on her case. Fearful, Anna poisons Lisa rather
than succumb to the threat. When Stanley tells Anna he has to
go to Europe to investigate Lisa’s past, Anna decides to kill her
husband to avoid his discovering her own past but her methods
soon reveal her crimes. With Bill Forman, Gail Bonney,
Gladys Holland, Joseph Kearns, John Stevenson.

CD 10B - “The Secret of Chalk Point” – 9/7/1952 – Kay Fowler, staying at the Yaeger House at
Chalk Point meets a young man on the beach during a heavy fog who says he is the husband of old
Mrs. Yaeger. But her husband died in a shipping accident 25 years before. No one believes Miss
Fowler except the deputy sheriff, Jess Williams. There is more to Chalk Point and the Yaeger
House than it seems. With Raymond Burr, Bill Forman, Isabel Randolph, Virginia Gregg, Larry
Thor, Leo Cleary, Britt Wood.
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Elvira has died and Russ must do everything he can to prevent the tree’s removal. With George
Neise, Herb Butterfield, Jeanne Bates, Lawrence Dobkin, Marvin Miller, Parley Baer.

CD 7B – Curiosity Killed the Cat” – 12/16/1951 - A woman married to a miserly fisherman is in
love with the fisherman’s mate. Together they plot to dispose of the seaman and take possession of
the sea chest they believe contains his money. With Bill Forman, Marvin Miller (announcer),
Lamont Johnson, Peggy Webber, Griff Barnett, Charles Seel.

CD 8A – AMatter of Odds 5/11/1952 - Danny Adkins meets Sailor Keller in Panama City, where
Sailor wins big on a recently purchased lottery ticket. Danny steals the winnings and heads to his
home town, where he plans to marry Diane Johnson, whose wealthy father has taken him into the
business. Keller finds him, and Danny decides he needs to dispose of him – an action that seals his
own fate. With Bill Forman, Lamont Johnson, GeGe Pearson, Tom Tulley. Bob Bruce, Bill
Bouchey.

CD 8B – Night Flight 6/29/1952 - Kelly Owen is told by his pilot friend, Sam, about a job that will
pay him $25,000. Kelly finds out that the person who hired Sam doesn’t know what he looks like.
He is able to pretend that he is Sam so that he can get the money. Thela Martin has hired him to
covertly sneak a man into the States. Thela proposes a new deal with Kelly, which causes his
downfall. With Bill Forman, Jack Moyles, Lamont Johnson, Betty Lou Gerson, Bill Bouchey, Bill
Forman, Byron Kane.

CD 9A – “You Can’t Trust A Stranger” – 7/27/1952 – Frank
Mallory, under indictment for operating a gambling syndicate,
decides to jump bail to avoid trial. After his wife, Martha,
provided the proof to convict him, Mallory plans to flee the
country. When the gambler nearly hits a hitchhiker who bears a
resemblance to himself, he intends to fake his death by
substituting the hitchhiker. With Gerald Mohr, Betty Lou Gerson,
Shepard Menken, Charlotte Lawrence, Bill Forman.

CD 9B – “Dark Island” – 8/3/1952 – Ernie Regan arrives on the
island under gun fire with the intention of digging up the
$250,000 treasure hidden by a former gangster who once owned
the island. He meets Julie, Ames and others who are staying at the
resort. He teams up with Julie when he finds she too knows about
the money, but he suspects she is actually working with Ames.
Unknown to Julie, Regan kills Ames and sets a trap to remove

action taking place - always remaining on the outside of
the events. Only the listeners were aware of his
existence in the story.

The Whistler program was the brain-child of J. Donald
Wilson, a producer and scriptwriter who admittedly had
an interest in fate and human psychology. The narrator
he created was a voice-of-conscience providing
background to the story for the benefit of the listener.
Through the Whistler’s imbued sense of sarcasm,
Wilson revealed the true nature of the characters in the
play. He also gave his narrator the last word that sealed
the criminal’s fate, rather than dramatizing it within the
script.

The series began on a few regional CBSWest Coast stations for the first couple of years,
expanding to the full West Coast Net later. By 1943, the series picked up a sponsor, the
Signal Oil Company, which over the years was absorbed by bigger oil companies.
Signal advertised their “go farther gasoline,” and continued to sponsor the series only on
the West Coast throughout most of its run, featuring its catch phrase, “That whistle is
your signal for the Signal Oil Program, The Whistler.” Despite being primarily a West
Coast program it became one of radio’s most popular mystery series. It had a brief run in
the rest of the country as a summer replacement for The Jack Carson Show in 1946,
sponsored by Campbell Soups, and later sponsored by Household Finance from March
1947 through September 1948. Household Finance even issued an advertising blotter
card with the local radio station’s call letters on it!

The episodes were very tightly constructed. They began with the voice of the Whistler
leading us into the action as one, or several, characters headed down a path of crime.
Their actions didn’t always reveal their true intent; it was the Whistler who clued us in:

“Yes, Claude can think of several ways out of his terrible
predicament. As a matter of fact, he’s studying over an idea
at this very moment. He has a plan in mind, a very dangerous plan.”

As the characters sowed the seeds of their own destruction, the Whistler commented on
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their actions. And, just when they thought they had succeeded in their crime, a twist at
the end would be their undoing. The series never wavered from this moral template over
the course of its thirteen year run and, despite this seemingly predictable format, the
show garnered much popularity over the years. Perhaps its predictability gave a certain
comfort to its listening audience, allowing them to stay a step ahead of the characters in
the unfolding story.

The opening sequence was memorable and immediately pulled the listener into the radio
play. It began with a whistled two-octave 13 note sequence with the eerie theme heard
underneath coming to a final suspenseful chord as a voice spoke, “I...am the Whistler!”
Then elaboration over the musical theme:

“...and I know many things...for I walk by night. I know many strange
tales hidden in the hearts of men and women who have stepped into the
shadows.”

And then with smirking omniscience:

“Yes...I know the nameless terrors of which they dare not speak!”

This was followed by a brief drum roll. It was enough to give one the shivers and set the
stage for another mysterious tale of crime.

The music was created by Wilbur Hatch, who today’s audiences might remember as the
creator of the I Love Lucy theme. The ethereal music ran through the whole episode,
maintaining the creepiness the show’s producer wanted to evoke. The whistling was
performed for most of the series run by Dorothy Roberts, who would leave her daytime
factory job to come to the studio to perform the whistling. It evolved over time in tempo,
slowing down to evoke a more mysterious feeling.

Equally creepy was the voice of narration by the Whistler himself. That was performed
for most of the series’ run by Bill Forman, who had announcing duties on other radio
and television programs. Forman added just enough creepiness and sarcasm to his voice
to support the “You should have known better” moral attitude the Whistler programs
conveyed. The announcer from 1945 onward was Marvin Miller, who also substituted
for Forman when he was away in the service for a time. Gale Gordon, who radio

CD 4A – “The House on Hainsley Boulevard” - 7/1/1951 - Frank Hackett owes money and his
Aunt Leona, co-owner with Frank of valuable property on which their house sits, won’t help her
nephew. He is determined to get the money from his Aunt no matter what. The house becomes both
a help and a hindrance to achieving his goal. With Bill Forman, Charles Seel, Cliff Arquette, Frank
Richards, Herbert Rawlinson, Jeanne Bates, John Stevenson, Marvin Miller, Norma Varden.

CD 4B – “Autumn Song” - 7/22/1951 - Talent Agent Sidney Shelton appears finished in
Hollywood until he overhears a tip that a studio boss wants to get former silent film star Norman
Hale under contract. Shelton signs Hale and, with the help of his protégé Sheila Martin, plans on
increasing Hale’s value. With Herb Lytton, Herbert Rawlinson, Jess Kirkpatrick, Marvin Miller
(announcer), Virginia Gregg, Wally Maher.

CD 5A – “Design for Murder” - 8/5/1951 - Charles Gilbert is seeing his wife off on a trip along
with her best friend Irene. When she is gone, Charles can resume his affair with another woman,
but Irene finds out and threatens to tell his wife - a fatal move for both women, as well as for
Charles. With Bill Forman, Lois Corbett, Marvin Miller (announcer), William Johnstone, Mary
Lansing, Joe Gilbert, Michael Ann Barrett, Herb Lytton, Charles Seel.

CD 5B – “AMatter of Patience” - 9/16/1951 - Aman’s patience seems rewarded when his wealthy
wife dies in a fire. Her husband, however, knows her death was caused by the poisoned chocolates
he has been giving her – or, was it? With Bill Forman, Hal K. Dawson, Hy Averback (announcer),
Jeanne Cagney, Martha Wentworth, Monty Margetts, Theodore Von Eltz.

CD 6A – “Two Smart People” - 9/30/1951 - Amysterious package is sought by two people, both of
whom have been following the holder of the bill-of-lading for the package. The two do not trust
each other, but agree to work together to get the package. Their rivalry turns fatal. With Betty Lou
Gerson, Bill Bouchey, Bill Forman, Herb Butterfield, Herb Lytton, Marvin Miller, Wally Maher.

CD 6B – “Three Minus One Equals Murder” - 11/11/1951 - When Sylvia Sanford gets a flat tire,
she hitches a ride with Matt Blake an airplane mechanic. They hit it off and begin seeing each other
whenever Sylvia’s wealthy husband is out of town. She convinces Matt to help her kill her husband
by rigging his business plane. All seems set according to plan until Sylvia’s husband changes
things. With Bill Forman, Marvin Miller (announcer), William Conrad, Doris Singleton, Hy
Averback, Bob Bruce.

CD 7A – “The Clay Tree” - 11/25/1951 - After Elvira Clay’s son was unjustly hanged from a tree
on her property for a murder he did not commit, she vowed never to have the tree removed. Russ
Thompson, the true killer, had hidden incriminating evidence in a hollow area in the trunk. But now
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doubt.” Since the stories were told from the perspective of the criminal, listeners always
knew who committed the crime. It was listening to the murderer’s slow descent to
destruction that kept the audience coming back week after week.

Episodes in this collection:

CD 1A– “Hit and Run” - 1/7/1951 -Aman having an affair with a married woman accidentally hits
her husband with his car, and kills him. When he is blackmailed by a witness, he decides he must
take extreme measures to stop him. With Bill Forman, Ed Begley, Gerald Mohr, Herb Lytton,
Lurene Tuttle, Marvin Miller.

CD 1B – “Trademark” - 1/28/1951 - Martha Collins is embezzling company funds, and kills her
employer who has threatened to expose her. The killing is blamed on a drunken caretaker until an
unexpected private investigator turns up. With Betty Lou Gerson, Bill Bouchey, Bill Forman,
Bruce Payne, John Stevenson, Marvin Miller.

CD 2A – “High Death” - 3/11/1951 - Jim Mason is in love with another woman and decides he
must kill his wealthy wife. Before the group goes mountain climbing, he fixes her rope so that it
will break when used, but unforeseen circumstances change his plans. With Bill Forman, Harold
Dryanforth, John Dehner, John Stevenson, Marvin Miller, Mary Shipp, Michael Ann Barrett,
Robert Boone.

CD 2B – “Kind Thought” - 4/22/1951 - While Dave Matthews was in the military service, Grant
Adamson, his partner, involved the business in a lot of graft and corruption. Matthews intends on
reporting his partner to the government in Washington, but Adamson intends to stop him. With
Joseph Kearns, Nancy Cleveland, Bill Bouchey, Monty Margetts, Marvin Miller (announcer), Herb
Lytton, Bill Forman.

CD 3A – “The Clayton Affair” - 4/29/1951 - Ardith Clayton’s in-laws believe she killed her
husband. They confine her to the house until a witness can identify her. If she is guilty they will
have their revenge. With Joe Gilbert, William Conrad, Ted Osborne, D. J. Thompson, Gray
Stafford.

CD 3B – “The Man in the Trench Coat” - 6/17/1951 -A private investigator kills Louise Murdock’s
blackmailer after she leaves money in the blackmailer’s trench coat. With Betty Lou Gerson, Bill
Forman, GeGe Pearson, John Stevenson, Marvin Miller, Shepard Menken, Wally Maher.

listeners (and later television viewers) knew as Principal Osgood Conklin on Our Miss
Brooks, portrayed the first Whistler, followed by Joseph Kearns, who was the ‘Man in
Black’ from Suspense, and later portrayed George Wilson on the television series,
Dennis the Menace.

In 1944, J. Donald Wilson left the series and George Allen came in as producer. He
elevated the series to new heights. One of the first changes he made was to dramatize the
final twist ending. Previously, Wilson would have the Whistler describe the moral
comeuppance from the crime, but Allen felt he could have more impact by dramatizing
it. It seemed to work, as the show’s popularity continued to grow. The announcer
referred to this segment as the “strange ending to tonight’s story.” It afforded the
opportunity for the Whistler to gloat once the crime was committed, knowing full well,
as did listeners, that there would be a twist.

“Well, Patsy, you’ve won, haven’t you? Not only have you killed Greg,
but you’re having your revenge on Lorna for taking him away from
you...but there’s something you didn’t count on, Patsy. You were blind
to someone else’s character...”

The Whistler remained on the air from its 1942
beginning until 1955, a remarkable run for a primarily
West Coast series. This was a testament to the staying
power of the series, which seemed to have all of the
right elements of music, scripts, actors and a template
structure that never changed and yet seemed to work
to its advantage. Listeners knew what to expect, and
relished waiting to see just how the ending would
come about.

For most of its run, listeners never knew who played
the voice of the Whistler. In 1951, Bill Forman was
finally introduced as the person who gave voice to the
narrator. The series was called by some critics one of
the best mystery crime shows on radio. Yet, as radio
historian John Dunning wrote, the stories “were not
mysteries: the identity of the killer was never inRaymond Burr
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doubt.” Since the stories were told from the perspective of the criminal, listeners always
knew who committed the crime. It was listening to the murderer’s slow descent to
destruction that kept the audience coming back week after week.

Episodes in this collection:

CD 1A– “Hit and Run” - 1/7/1951 -Aman having an affair with a married woman accidentally hits
her husband with his car, and kills him. When he is blackmailed by a witness, he decides he must
take extreme measures to stop him. With Bill Forman, Ed Begley, Gerald Mohr, Herb Lytton,
Lurene Tuttle, Marvin Miller.

CD 1B – “Trademark” - 1/28/1951 - Martha Collins is embezzling company funds, and kills her
employer who has threatened to expose her. The killing is blamed on a drunken caretaker until an
unexpected private investigator turns up. With Betty Lou Gerson, Bill Bouchey, Bill Forman,
Bruce Payne, John Stevenson, Marvin Miller.

CD 2A – “High Death” - 3/11/1951 - Jim Mason is in love with another woman and decides he
must kill his wealthy wife. Before the group goes mountain climbing, he fixes her rope so that it
will break when used, but unforeseen circumstances change his plans. With Bill Forman, Harold
Dryanforth, John Dehner, John Stevenson, Marvin Miller, Mary Shipp, Michael Ann Barrett,
Robert Boone.

CD 2B – “Kind Thought” - 4/22/1951 - While Dave Matthews was in the military service, Grant
Adamson, his partner, involved the business in a lot of graft and corruption. Matthews intends on
reporting his partner to the government in Washington, but Adamson intends to stop him. With
Joseph Kearns, Nancy Cleveland, Bill Bouchey, Monty Margetts, Marvin Miller (announcer), Herb
Lytton, Bill Forman.

CD 3A – “The Clayton Affair” - 4/29/1951 - Ardith Clayton’s in-laws believe she killed her
husband. They confine her to the house until a witness can identify her. If she is guilty they will
have their revenge. With Joe Gilbert, William Conrad, Ted Osborne, D. J. Thompson, Gray
Stafford.

CD 3B – “The Man in the Trench Coat” - 6/17/1951 -A private investigator kills Louise Murdock’s
blackmailer after she leaves money in the blackmailer’s trench coat. With Betty Lou Gerson, Bill
Forman, GeGe Pearson, John Stevenson, Marvin Miller, Shepard Menken, Wally Maher.

listeners (and later television viewers) knew as Principal Osgood Conklin on Our Miss
Brooks, portrayed the first Whistler, followed by Joseph Kearns, who was the ‘Man in
Black’ from Suspense, and later portrayed George Wilson on the television series,
Dennis the Menace.

In 1944, J. Donald Wilson left the series and George Allen came in as producer. He
elevated the series to new heights. One of the first changes he made was to dramatize the
final twist ending. Previously, Wilson would have the Whistler describe the moral
comeuppance from the crime, but Allen felt he could have more impact by dramatizing
it. It seemed to work, as the show’s popularity continued to grow. The announcer
referred to this segment as the “strange ending to tonight’s story.” It afforded the
opportunity for the Whistler to gloat once the crime was committed, knowing full well,
as did listeners, that there would be a twist.

“Well, Patsy, you’ve won, haven’t you? Not only have you killed Greg,
but you’re having your revenge on Lorna for taking him away from
you...but there’s something you didn’t count on, Patsy. You were blind
to someone else’s character...”

The Whistler remained on the air from its 1942
beginning until 1955, a remarkable run for a primarily
West Coast series. This was a testament to the staying
power of the series, which seemed to have all of the
right elements of music, scripts, actors and a template
structure that never changed and yet seemed to work
to its advantage. Listeners knew what to expect, and
relished waiting to see just how the ending would
come about.

For most of its run, listeners never knew who played
the voice of the Whistler. In 1951, Bill Forman was
finally introduced as the person who gave voice to the
narrator. The series was called by some critics one of
the best mystery crime shows on radio. Yet, as radio
historian John Dunning wrote, the stories “were not
mysteries: the identity of the killer was never inRaymond Burr
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their actions. And, just when they thought they had succeeded in their crime, a twist at
the end would be their undoing. The series never wavered from this moral template over
the course of its thirteen year run and, despite this seemingly predictable format, the
show garnered much popularity over the years. Perhaps its predictability gave a certain
comfort to its listening audience, allowing them to stay a step ahead of the characters in
the unfolding story.

The opening sequence was memorable and immediately pulled the listener into the radio
play. It began with a whistled two-octave 13 note sequence with the eerie theme heard
underneath coming to a final suspenseful chord as a voice spoke, “I...am the Whistler!”
Then elaboration over the musical theme:

“...and I know many things...for I walk by night. I know many strange
tales hidden in the hearts of men and women who have stepped into the
shadows.”

And then with smirking omniscience:

“Yes...I know the nameless terrors of which they dare not speak!”

This was followed by a brief drum roll. It was enough to give one the shivers and set the
stage for another mysterious tale of crime.

The music was created by Wilbur Hatch, who today’s audiences might remember as the
creator of the I Love Lucy theme. The ethereal music ran through the whole episode,
maintaining the creepiness the show’s producer wanted to evoke. The whistling was
performed for most of the series run by Dorothy Roberts, who would leave her daytime
factory job to come to the studio to perform the whistling. It evolved over time in tempo,
slowing down to evoke a more mysterious feeling.

Equally creepy was the voice of narration by the Whistler himself. That was performed
for most of the series’ run by Bill Forman, who had announcing duties on other radio
and television programs. Forman added just enough creepiness and sarcasm to his voice
to support the “You should have known better” moral attitude the Whistler programs
conveyed. The announcer from 1945 onward was Marvin Miller, who also substituted
for Forman when he was away in the service for a time. Gale Gordon, who radio

CD 4A – “The House on Hainsley Boulevard” - 7/1/1951 - Frank Hackett owes money and his
Aunt Leona, co-owner with Frank of valuable property on which their house sits, won’t help her
nephew. He is determined to get the money from his Aunt no matter what. The house becomes both
a help and a hindrance to achieving his goal. With Bill Forman, Charles Seel, Cliff Arquette, Frank
Richards, Herbert Rawlinson, Jeanne Bates, John Stevenson, Marvin Miller, Norma Varden.

CD 4B – “Autumn Song” - 7/22/1951 - Talent Agent Sidney Shelton appears finished in
Hollywood until he overhears a tip that a studio boss wants to get former silent film star Norman
Hale under contract. Shelton signs Hale and, with the help of his protégé Sheila Martin, plans on
increasing Hale’s value. With Herb Lytton, Herbert Rawlinson, Jess Kirkpatrick, Marvin Miller
(announcer), Virginia Gregg, Wally Maher.

CD 5A – “Design for Murder” - 8/5/1951 - Charles Gilbert is seeing his wife off on a trip along
with her best friend Irene. When she is gone, Charles can resume his affair with another woman,
but Irene finds out and threatens to tell his wife - a fatal move for both women, as well as for
Charles. With Bill Forman, Lois Corbett, Marvin Miller (announcer), William Johnstone, Mary
Lansing, Joe Gilbert, Michael Ann Barrett, Herb Lytton, Charles Seel.

CD 5B – “AMatter of Patience” - 9/16/1951 - Aman’s patience seems rewarded when his wealthy
wife dies in a fire. Her husband, however, knows her death was caused by the poisoned chocolates
he has been giving her – or, was it? With Bill Forman, Hal K. Dawson, Hy Averback (announcer),
Jeanne Cagney, Martha Wentworth, Monty Margetts, Theodore Von Eltz.

CD 6A – “Two Smart People” - 9/30/1951 - Amysterious package is sought by two people, both of
whom have been following the holder of the bill-of-lading for the package. The two do not trust
each other, but agree to work together to get the package. Their rivalry turns fatal. With Betty Lou
Gerson, Bill Bouchey, Bill Forman, Herb Butterfield, Herb Lytton, Marvin Miller, Wally Maher.

CD 6B – “Three Minus One Equals Murder” - 11/11/1951 - When Sylvia Sanford gets a flat tire,
she hitches a ride with Matt Blake an airplane mechanic. They hit it off and begin seeing each other
whenever Sylvia’s wealthy husband is out of town. She convinces Matt to help her kill her husband
by rigging his business plane. All seems set according to plan until Sylvia’s husband changes
things. With Bill Forman, Marvin Miller (announcer), William Conrad, Doris Singleton, Hy
Averback, Bob Bruce.

CD 7A – “The Clay Tree” - 11/25/1951 - After Elvira Clay’s son was unjustly hanged from a tree
on her property for a murder he did not commit, she vowed never to have the tree removed. Russ
Thompson, the true killer, had hidden incriminating evidence in a hollow area in the trunk. But now
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Elvira has died and Russ must do everything he can to prevent the tree’s removal. With George
Neise, Herb Butterfield, Jeanne Bates, Lawrence Dobkin, Marvin Miller, Parley Baer.

CD 7B – Curiosity Killed the Cat” – 12/16/1951 - A woman married to a miserly fisherman is in
love with the fisherman’s mate. Together they plot to dispose of the seaman and take possession of
the sea chest they believe contains his money. With Bill Forman, Marvin Miller (announcer),
Lamont Johnson, Peggy Webber, Griff Barnett, Charles Seel.

CD 8A – AMatter of Odds 5/11/1952 - Danny Adkins meets Sailor Keller in Panama City, where
Sailor wins big on a recently purchased lottery ticket. Danny steals the winnings and heads to his
home town, where he plans to marry Diane Johnson, whose wealthy father has taken him into the
business. Keller finds him, and Danny decides he needs to dispose of him – an action that seals his
own fate. With Bill Forman, Lamont Johnson, GeGe Pearson, Tom Tulley. Bob Bruce, Bill
Bouchey.

CD 8B – Night Flight 6/29/1952 - Kelly Owen is told by his pilot friend, Sam, about a job that will
pay him $25,000. Kelly finds out that the person who hired Sam doesn’t know what he looks like.
He is able to pretend that he is Sam so that he can get the money. Thela Martin has hired him to
covertly sneak a man into the States. Thela proposes a new deal with Kelly, which causes his
downfall. With Bill Forman, Jack Moyles, Lamont Johnson, Betty Lou Gerson, Bill Bouchey, Bill
Forman, Byron Kane.

CD 9A – “You Can’t Trust A Stranger” – 7/27/1952 – Frank
Mallory, under indictment for operating a gambling syndicate,
decides to jump bail to avoid trial. After his wife, Martha,
provided the proof to convict him, Mallory plans to flee the
country. When the gambler nearly hits a hitchhiker who bears a
resemblance to himself, he intends to fake his death by
substituting the hitchhiker. With Gerald Mohr, Betty Lou Gerson,
Shepard Menken, Charlotte Lawrence, Bill Forman.

CD 9B – “Dark Island” – 8/3/1952 – Ernie Regan arrives on the
island under gun fire with the intention of digging up the
$250,000 treasure hidden by a former gangster who once owned
the island. He meets Julie, Ames and others who are staying at the
resort. He teams up with Julie when he finds she too knows about
the money, but he suspects she is actually working with Ames.
Unknown to Julie, Regan kills Ames and sets a trap to remove

action taking place - always remaining on the outside of
the events. Only the listeners were aware of his
existence in the story.

The Whistler program was the brain-child of J. Donald
Wilson, a producer and scriptwriter who admittedly had
an interest in fate and human psychology. The narrator
he created was a voice-of-conscience providing
background to the story for the benefit of the listener.
Through the Whistler’s imbued sense of sarcasm,
Wilson revealed the true nature of the characters in the
play. He also gave his narrator the last word that sealed
the criminal’s fate, rather than dramatizing it within the
script.

The series began on a few regional CBSWest Coast stations for the first couple of years,
expanding to the full West Coast Net later. By 1943, the series picked up a sponsor, the
Signal Oil Company, which over the years was absorbed by bigger oil companies.
Signal advertised their “go farther gasoline,” and continued to sponsor the series only on
the West Coast throughout most of its run, featuring its catch phrase, “That whistle is
your signal for the Signal Oil Program, The Whistler.” Despite being primarily a West
Coast program it became one of radio’s most popular mystery series. It had a brief run in
the rest of the country as a summer replacement for The Jack Carson Show in 1946,
sponsored by Campbell Soups, and later sponsored by Household Finance from March
1947 through September 1948. Household Finance even issued an advertising blotter
card with the local radio station’s call letters on it!

The episodes were very tightly constructed. They began with the voice of the Whistler
leading us into the action as one, or several, characters headed down a path of crime.
Their actions didn’t always reveal their true intent; it was the Whistler who clued us in:

“Yes, Claude can think of several ways out of his terrible
predicament. As a matter of fact, he’s studying over an idea
at this very moment. He has a plan in mind, a very dangerous plan.”

As the characters sowed the seeds of their own destruction, the Whistler commented on
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THE WHISTLER: Notes on Murder
Program Guide by Jim Widner

On May 16th, 1942 a new mystery
program called The Whistler aired over
the Columbia Broadcasting System’s
West Coast network. The stories for the
series were anthologized morality plays
about everyday individuals caught in a
web of their own making, and tripped up
by a twist of fate in the end. Heard
throughout each radio play, as the events
became a tangled web of crime, was a
shadowy voice-of-fate. Dripping with
sarcasm, it preached to listeners about the
futility of the criminal act they’d just
heard. Though implied, the voice made it
clear to listeners that this could happen to
any of them.

The use of a mysterious, shadowy voice in
the series was not new to radio. In the
thirties, the Detective Story Hour program
introduced a disaffected mysterious voice

that became known as “The Shadow.” The eerie voice, with its evil sounding laugh, was
much removed from the drama itself, serving only to introduce the story. Eventually, as
the Shadow’s popularity rose, and the narrator evolved into a full blown character in its
own radio series, the character’s success spawned a series of imitators over the next
decade.

The Whistler was one such imitator. Like the early Shadow, the Whistler’s voice
sounded mysterious, but unlike the Shadow, the Whistler never became a participating
character in the plays. Rather, he would comment and pronounce judgment upon the

Julie from the plan but his actions set his plan spinning out of
control. With Bill Forman, Lamont Johnson, Gloria Ann
Simpson, Tom Brown, Britt Wood, Jeanne Bates, Lawrence
Dobkin.

CD 10A - “Final Papers” – 8/24/1952 – Anna Craig, a
European immigrant with a shady past, has gotten the news
that she will soon become a citizen. Immigration lawyer,
Stanley Craig is Anna’s husband and knows nothing of her
past. Lisa Felder, another immigrant with a shady past,
threatens to reveal Anna’s past unless she convinces her
husband to take on her case. Fearful, Anna poisons Lisa rather
than succumb to the threat. When Stanley tells Anna he has to
go to Europe to investigate Lisa’s past, Anna decides to kill her
husband to avoid his discovering her own past but her methods
soon reveal her crimes. With Bill Forman, Gail Bonney,
Gladys Holland, Joseph Kearns, John Stevenson.

CD 10B - “The Secret of Chalk Point” – 9/7/1952 – Kay Fowler, staying at the Yaeger House at
Chalk Point meets a young man on the beach during a heavy fog who says he is the husband of old
Mrs. Yaeger. But her husband died in a shipping accident 25 years before. No one believes Miss
Fowler except the deputy sheriff, Jess Williams. There is more to Chalk Point and the Yaeger
House than it seems. With Raymond Burr, Bill Forman, Isabel Randolph, Virginia Gregg, Larry
Thor, Leo Cleary, Britt Wood.
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Bill Forman

William Conrad
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